
Grand Leviathan Contract of Sale and Puppy
Guarantee

"Buyer" Shall herein be de ned as:____________________________
"Breeder" Shall herein be de ned as: Grand Leviathan; Kevin and Amy Smith
"Puppy" Shall herein be de ned as: Great Dane, (registered or register-able) with the American Kennel Club (AKC) with the
name of:____________________________Grand Leviathan.
Microchip #____________________________
American Kennel Club (AKC) Registration #____________________________
The Great Dane described above is sold for the sum of $_________________

A pet puppy or dog is de ned here to be a purebred European Great Dane which is in good health at the time of sale, and
embodies the characteristics of the Great Dane Breed. We Guarantee the aforementioned puppy or dog to be at maximal
health at the time of the sale. We guarantee the parents of this puppy to posses superior body, temperament and health.

We Guarantee the puppy, until their rst birthday, to be free of life threatening congenital defects (i.e. heart, lung,
kidneys, liver, blood defects, etc). If the puppy is diagnosed with a life threatening congenital defect he/she may be
replaced with another puppy. If buyer chooses to keep defective puppy, breeder will wait until passing of current puppy
before replacing with another puppy. Upon passing of said puppy, reason of death must be provided by licensed
veterinarian

We do not assume any liability for physical injury to said puppy after delivery to buyer or transfer (pickup) from breeders
residence.

All appropriate shots for the puppy have been given and a record of their vaccination history is supplied. The buyer agrees
to maintain the puppy in exceptional health and to provide yearly examinations, vaccinations, heart worm prevention and
any additional procedures necessary to assure good health. The breeder has done everything possible to produce healthy
and sound puppies. This was accomplished by only breeding dogs that are of ourishing health, sound mind and by
raising the puppies with exceptional methods in regards to: housing, diet, exercise, socialization and veterinary care.
There are many factors that can in uence the puppy or dogs growth and development.

Buyer agrees to take puppy to a licensed veterinarian of their choice within 48 hours for a physical exam (if purchased on
a Saturday this requirement is extended through the following Monday). Should puppy be determined to be in ill health
the cause of which the seller is clearly to blame may after a signed written diagnoses from said vet be replaced at soonest
time possible. The seller assumes absolutely no responsibility for fees associated with caring for the puppy.No other
guarantees are given.

Buyer certi es that he/she is not acting as an agent for another individual, and will not sell this dog to any mass producing
kennel (puppy mill) or business.

Seller agrees to notify Grand Leviathan of any winnings or championship titles by said puppy and photographs of event
will be shared. The Name Grand Leviathan must appear at the end of dogs newly given name by seller Example: (puppies
name grand leviathan). 

Every puppy at Grand Leviathan is an AKC registered puppy. When puppies go to their new home, they are sold on either
full or limited registration. The only di erence between the two types of registration is whether or not the dog is eligible to
be used for breeding and showing in conformation. Puppies purchased as show puppies or as breeding stock are sold on
full registration. Puppies purchased for any other purpose are sold on limited registration. Most Grand Leviathan puppies
are given the option of an upgrade from limited registration to full registration if the owner decides they want to show
their dog and the dog demonstrates qualities that will succeed in the show ring or prove as a betterment to the breed for
breeding purposes.



If you do not intend to show or breed your dog, there is no reason to have full registration on your puppy, dogs with
limited registration can be shown in any event except conformation. Full registration does not a ect the quality of the
puppy it simply designates the purpose for the puppy.

____ Limited Registration                                                    ____Full Registration

It is hereby agreed by both parties that the following conditions will be met and that no other warranties or conditions are
expressed or implied.

Buyer releases seller Grand Leviathan (Amy and Kevin Smith) and their estate from any and all liabilities, and/or damages
by fault of this dog after the time of sale. These damages include, but are not limited to, destruction of property and/or
physical damage to any person or group of people.

Seller____________________________     Date____________________________

Buyer____________________________   Date____________________________


